
iDRAC 8

Design Process

• Designed within the constraints of a pre--defined Information 
Architecture and navigational patterns.

• Numerous new feature requests (3X as many as any prior release).

• Existing features were difficult to use thus lowered the rate of adoption 
and successful task completion.

• Resources were strewn across multiple documents and had incomplete 
documentation (more extensive wireframes, interactions, workflows, 
higher-level patterns, etc. were required by the development team).

Top Design Challenges

• I worked within a product team including Product Management, Marketing, Engineering, and Info-Dev to launch the new generation of iDRAC and its 
associated server hardware.

• I collaborated with one Senior Interaction Designer split the workload. We implemented the new visual style and information architecture, updated workflows, 
and designed new features.

Team & Role 

The target users for this product are IT Pros. iDRAC allows these pros to configure, monitor, and manage the servers in their environment (many times with 100’s of 
servers, storage, and networking equipment). They need tools that are efficient, easy to navigate, and able to automate key functions and features. 

Audience

iDRAC is one of Dell’s top grossing systems management solutions with revenues of $200 MM+/year. This product is integral to the day-to-day 
functions of IT Pros; unfortunately, it was not progressing fast enough to meet the needs of the its users. The information architecture, visual style, 
and higher-level patterns were outdated. Furthermore, the workflows were tedious and difficult to navigate. As a result, Dell tapped into its design 
resources to revamp and transform iDRAC into a product that better fit its users needs as well as their increasingly refined aesthetic tastes.
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Accomplishments

Final Thoughts

Targeted Usability Improvements

Keeping the development effort in mind, targeted usability improvements were made to the navigation patterns and key features to improve user workflows and 
deliver a product that catered to users needs beyond a simple visual refresh.

Sample of New Features

• Collaborated with the development team to assess the existing documentation and created design deliverables for the missing wireframes, interactions, 
workflows, and higher-level patterns.

• Capitalized on every opportunity to improve existing workflows while maintaining a balance between user needs and business goals/constraints. 

• Designed within the constraints of the new IA and navigational patterns while keeping the development effort and user top-of-mind.

Working through this release of iDRAC has been an incredible journey of working within constraints. The project was defined by others and taken over by a new 
team (myself and one other designer). During implementation, we came across multiple obstacles but found creative solutions that kept overall patterns in tact and 
development effort low. 

Rarely are designers able to start from scratch. We work within our constraints to build the best possible solution until the next opportunity to improve and build 
upon the existing product experience.

Creating Order Out of Chaos

iDRAC was going through several changes simultaneously (a new IA, visual design language and development framework). The UI and Information Development 
teams were required to reference multiple documents on a daily basis. This resulted in ambiguity and frustration. Furthermore, it greatly increased the chances of 
an important task/feature/deliverable slipping through the cracks. In turn, I built a mapping spreadsheet linking all reference documents/wireframes together. The 
spreadsheet highlighted the current IA, mapped it to the new information architecture and pointed to the new components and visual styling and transition of 
iDRAC from a Java application to HTML5. As a result, the development teams had one clear point of reference, they knew exactly where a feature existed in the 
current product, where it was moving in the new release, and the visual requirements for the components.

Branding and Visual Design Strategy

Dashboard Design

System Overview: Tile Design

In addition to the IA changes, iDRAC was transitioning from Dell’s Clarity 2 visual design language to Clarity 4. This was a complete re-vamp of the branding and 
visual language. The transition posed an additional challenge because Clarity 4 was still in design phase, but iDRAC was already in development. My UX partner and 
I defined and implemented Clarity 4 patterns for iDRAC.

Below are views of the transition of the iDRAC dashboard and overview pages into the Clarity 4 design language.

Dashboard in Clarity 2 Visual Style: Implemented in current iDRAC 8.

Dashboard in Clarity 4 Visual Style: First iteration of new dashboard. Dashboard in Clarity 4 Visual Style: Second iteration of new dashboard. Solved for 
the constraints of the prior iteration.

Dashboard in Clarity 4 Visual Style: Final iteration with visual design applied. 

Dashboard in Clarity 3 Visual Style: Proposed design, but not implemented due to 
release schedules.

System Overview in Clarity 1: Separate pages dedicated to each piece of hardware. System Overview in Clarity 3 with new IA: One page with tiles detailing hardware 
statuses ( in iDRAC 8 each tile was an individual page).

System Overview Clarity 4: First Iteration

“Apply/Discard” buttons are disabled until the user makes a change (in prior 
implementations “Apply” button was always enabled and there was no “Discard”).

Accordions open one at a time so as to control the depth of content on the page 
and allow users to successfully perform focused tasks. This will also ensure users 
are Applying their changes regularly and are aware of how actions will impact their 
environment.

System Overview in Clarity 4: Second iteration, redesigned tiles to show more data 
above the fold.

If a user navigates away from an accordion without applying changes, a gentle 
reminder is presented so changes are not lost.

Left Navigation replaced with Mega Menu to create more horizontal view space 
and allow the user to focus on core tasks.


